The Indo-Aryan languages developed and emerged in three stages—Old Indo-Aryan (1500 BCE to 600 BCE), Middle Indo-Aryan (600 BCE to 500 CE), and New Indo-Aryan (500 CE to present). The modern north Indian Indo-Aryan languages all evolved into distinct, recognisable languages in the New Indo-Aryan Age.
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The Languages of Native North America: Excellent book overviewing North American Indian languages. North American indigenous languages include offshoots of the various Indo-European languages. The early European settlers encountered a diverse array of indigenous languages spoken by the Native American tribes, leading to a rich and varied cultural heritage.
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The indigenous languages of the Americas had widely varying demographics, from the Quechuan languages, Aymara, Guarani, and Nahuatl, which had millions of active speakers, to many languages with only several hundred speakers.
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The Languages of Native North America Cambridge Language...